The Virtual Reality user interface style allows the user to manipulate virtual objects in a 3D environment using 3D input devices.
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must be operated in tandem to provide two video signals, Consistent imagee must be presented in synchrony to the user.
Low-level support for new 1/0 devices such as position trackers, gloves, and so on must be provided for efficiency and lag minimization, while high-level abstractions are required by the application programmer.
Applications must be designed independently of the tracker geometry, room geometry and device configuration, yet correct handling of geometric data is vital to avoid user confusion.
The real-time nature of the task demands that a performance monitoring tools be available for performance optimization and for debugging.
The MR toolkit we describe in this paper is developed to address these concerns. figure  2 . Figure  3 shows the process structure of the example code given in the appendix. Figure  3 shows four processes:
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The master, the almost-identical slave, and two server processes. The accompanying videotape has these two examples also.
The first one is the very simple program listed in the appendix. It is the equivalent of the "hello world" program for a programming language. The application consists of a maater process, and a slave process. There is no computation process. The flowchart of the applicat ion is shown in figure 3 , with dashed lines denoting data communications between processes.
The maater process first configures the shared data structure, and device set, and starts the slave process. Then both the maater and slave processes enter a loop. In the loop, the master process first updates the hand data structure by communicating with the DataGlove server, and performs gesture recognition.
Then it updates the EyePhone information by interacting with the EyePhone server, sets up the viewing parameters, and sends them to the slave process. 
